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STRUCTURE, FREQUENCY, A]ID ARTIFICIALIfi

IN SOUTH INDIAII MELAS
-;-

Jay Rahn

In a previous article, I have outlined features cotttrnon to

scales around the world.1 These include pentatonic, heptatonic, and

equiheptatonic scales found in the music of many cultures as wel-l as

pelog and slendro forms of Indonesia, the in scale of Japan, Arabian

maqamat, and the tonal material of North Indian rags. A notable omlssion

from that account was the system of rnEl-as found in South India. As it

turns out, certain Carnatic melas appear at first to be exceptional if

they are considered to be scales in the sense of the earlier study.

However, on closer inspection, one finds that these t'exceptionaltt scales

might best be considered not scal-es in the sense of the previous paper

but rather close variants of such scales. In every case, the scales

frorn which these exceptional configurations coul-d be considered to be

derived bear a fixed rel-ationship wirh their chromatic variants, and

their special status is mirrored in the number of special forms (or

janya ragas) which they assume. This in turn can be considered a reflection

of their relative popularity among musicians and the degree to which

they are considered to be "natural" as opposed to "artificia1".

DATA BASE

The data used as a basis for this study consist of the almost 2,000

janya rag"s compiled in I'Ialcer Kaufmannts book on The Ragas of South India.2

the ragas outlj-ned in Kaufmannrs publication are based on an octave of
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twelve notes, flve to seven of which are used in each gE. Only the

pitch contents of individual rEgas are dealt with here. Speclal phrases,

none of whlch have been subJected to classiflcation, are not included,

nor i.s the distlnction between ascending and descending forms and various

vakra (or "zig-zag") features. In short, I am concerned with what

pitches are used ln given rggee, not \tith how they are used.

The ragas described ln Kaufmannrs treatlse are grouped ln

Carnatic theory j:nto 72 rEl"", or famLles of ragas, dependlng on their

pitch content (Figure 1). These 72 rnElas constltute the fanaklmgf-

Ratnangi system, dating at the latest from the cLoslng years of the

eighteenth century or the beginning of the nineteenth. According to

Kaufmann, each of Ehe 72 rEl"" is a "rigid, tlmpersonalr seven-tone

scale form."3 Each raga U"forrgfrrg to a given o,Ela farnily represents a

subset of from five to seven tones of these seven. The questlon to be

dealt with here is as fol-lows: In what sense are lJne 72 rEl." to be-_--._

considered scales?

MELAS AS SCALES

As I mentioned above, I have described a number of features

common to scales throughout the world in an earlier study. Relevant to

the present discussion is a feature which I have termed "cyclic bisectlon."

In a seven-tone scale that has the feature of cyclic blsectlonr anY

scale degree is from one-half to two-thlrds an octave away from the

scale degrees that are four steps.alray. This feature is shared by all

the wel-l-documenEed seven-tone scales outsLde South India: the equi-

heptatonic, p61og, and diatonic systems, as well as the scales on whlch

Arabian magamat and North Indian rags are based. Cycll-c bisection can

be considered, then, to define seven-tone scales around the world.
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However, if one examl-nes Souch Indian melas, one fLnds that some feature

cyclic bisection and others do not. This raises an lmportant questlon.

Are South Indian r.la" scales or not? If they are scales, cycllc bl--

section cannot be a definitlve feature of scales and the prevlous defi-

nition of scales mus! be withdrawn. And lf they are not scales, what

are they?

In order to answer these questions, one can backtrack a bit

and compare two r61as, one of which features cyclic bisection and one of

which cloes not. fir"a, consider *E1" r"rr"tarrgT, the first tEl-a i-n

Figure 1. Its tones can be "tt"nr.U in a cycle such that each tone ls

one-half to tv/o-thirds an octave from its neighbours. To state this

another \iray, one can say that each tone is 6 to B semltones from ad-

jacent members of the cyele (Figure 2).

For comparl-son, one can consider *Et" Gananurti, the third

nela in Figure 1. This rnela does not feature cyclic blsection. As one

can observe in Figure 3, the interval between ebb and b in the cycle for

Ganarnurti is 9 semitones, in other words, three-quarters of an octave'

which is larger than two-thlrds. It would seem that rEl"s like Kanakangi

resembLe scales throughout the world, and ones like Ganamurti are

exceptional. How can this be?

.'POPULARITY'' AND''ARTIFICIALITY''

A clue

(i.e., the number

indicator of the

of the frequently

such as rnelas 8,

subordinate forms

ls offered by Kaufmann when he writes that "the quantlty

or frequency) of janyas is a comparatively good

importance and popularity of the primary tEl". Some

performed tEl.-r"g." have large numbers of janyas,

15, 20, 22, 28, and 29. These baslc scales and thelr

are particularJ-y favored by South Indian performers
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and thelr audlences. Other scales, partlcularly those of melas wl-th a

small number of Janyas enjoy little popularity and are often described

as being too'lartificial."4 If one checks this statement in light of

the feature of cycLlc bisectlon, one finds the following. First, rEl""

B, 15, 20, 22,28, and 29, which Kaufmann relates are "particularly

favoured by South Indian performers and thelr audiences," all feature

cyclic bisectlon. Secondly, urElas that do not feature cycllc bisection

are in the minority. Of the 72 nElas, 45 feature cyclic bisection

whereas 27 d.o not.5 Thirdly, ttrose gglgq that feature cyclic blsecrion_---
tend to have larger numbers of janyas. On the average, each nela that

features cyclic bisection has 32 janyas, whereas each nela that does not

feature cyclic blsection has 18 janvas. Furthermore, melas that feature

cyclic bisection have a range of from 12 to 132 Janyas apiece, whereas

4- that do not feature cyclic blsection have from 13 to 28 (Figure

4). In other words, tEl"" without cyclic blsection never have as many

:janyas as the average gg+g that does not feature cyclic bisection. Tf.

this is expressed statistically, one finds that the probabillty that

cg+- without cyclic biseetion belong to the same population as those

that do is less that I ln 500.6 I., short, relas with cyclic bLsection

tend to be more "popular" than those lacking anf" f.rture and thls

difference is significant at the .002 leve1.

If one considers Kaufmannts remark that "melas with a small

number of janyas...are often described as belng too artificial",

other avenues of explanation emerge. First, the world-wide tendency

toward ttcyclic bisectlontt in seven-tone scales can be consldered to

represent a psychologlcal or percePtual universal, as I have suggested

elsewhere. T Another way of stating thls ls to say that cyclic bisection
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is a "naturaltt way of naking music. Accordingly, pleces which do not

feature cycllc blsection could be considered "artl-ficial" in comparison

with those that do. In thls sense, Kaufmannts correlation of poularity

with natural-ness appears vl-ndicated by the figures presented above.

EXCEPTIONAI, }{EU.S AS DERIVED FORMS

Within the realm of ttre "artificialr" there ls a broad spectrum

of possibilities. Which possiblllties are found in South Indian urel-as?

This seems to be a broad, indeterminate questlon, for lt involves

definlng the range of variation within "exceptional" cases. This is not.

a usual procedure in musical research, which typlcally lsolates "regular"

features and leaves undefined the residue of "lrregular" instances. In

the present situation, however, the apparently lrregular cases are found

to bear a strict relationshlp to those that are regular. This point can

be illustrated wi-th reference to Figure 3. There one can observe that

if ebb r.r. "b or if b were bb, the pitch collection would feature

cyclic bisection. Indeed, the same holds for the other 26 irregular

*+* Ii one or two pitches were displaced a semltone, the resulting

collections would feature cyclic bisection and would be identical with

"regular" ;1g. In this way, the apparently regular *"ks can be

considered close variants or transformations of the regular melas. More-

over, the relationships between regular *.1"s and their variants is

uniform; the variant is always just a semitone away from the regular

f orm.

related regularity

the pitches in an "irregular"

the next higher or lower pitch

Turning to Figure 3 agal-n, one

conslsts ln the fact that at least one of

interval is always a semitone away from

of the ggfq in which it is found.

can observe that pitches "bb "nd b form
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the irregular interval of 9 semitones. As it turns out, b is a semitone

from the next higher pitch in the rEl", namely, c, "rrd 
.bb is a semitone

away from the next lower pltch, nanely db. Another

is to say that b forms a teading tone to " ".rd "bb

to 4b. This can be observed more clearly ln Figure

pitches are arranged from low to high (Figure 5).

this regard is that this leading-tone'relatlonship

way of statlng this

forms a leading tone

5 where the nela

An importanr fact in

is found in all the

irregular intervals in all the irregular nElas.

In short, it would appear that the irregular rEl"" can be

derived from regular mElas according to a uniform transfolation s,r.h

that by shifting the pftcn of one or both tones in a regular interval an

irregular interval results as well as a leading tone to one of the

members of the- regular *Et". Though the t.erm leading-tone might seem

somewhat ethnocentric, one should observe that leadl"ng-tone adJustments

are found in musical cultures as wldely diverse as those of Japan,

8Indonesia, and the West. Indeed, there is an obvlous parallel between

regular and irregular mE1as on the one hand. and the l^lestern natural and

harmonic mlnor modes or, an" other in this respect.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, one can note that South Indlan *ult" can be di-

chotomized into regular and exceptional forms, dependirry or the presence

or absence, respectively, of cycllc blsection. Regular forms represent

the majority of *Ek" and also tend to have nore subsidiary janyas. If

the latter fact is taken as an indlcator of popularl-ty, regular tEl""

can also be considered Lo be more popular. In terms of world-wlde

tendencies, regular rnelas can be consldered more natural and are re-

cognized as such in South India itself. The form whlch artificlallty
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a single type of transformation relationshl"p between natural and arti-

ficial forms, and c) leading-tone relationshlps whlch result from such

transformations. It would seem, then, that the regular r"1"" are scales

in the most determinate and unlversal sense of the term, .oU an. tr-

regular *el"s are use-scales (Gebrauchsleiter) 9 derived from the regular

forms.

The data base employed here eould be extended in a number of

ways to develop further the ideas outlined above. Other indicators of

poularity such as frequency of actual performance could be investlgated,

and more probing questions concernlng the concept of artificiality could

be asked of South Indian musicians and audlences. Finally, the model

tonal systems as described here could be tested agaJ-nst those data which

are ultimately most irnportant, namely, actual pieces of Carnatic music.

One can only hope, in the meantime, that the directions for further

research provided here wlll prove to bear fruit.

By way of conclusion, I would like to suggest a much more

general hypothesis for future research, namely, that systematically more

"elegant" or "central" forms (such as scales featuring cyelic bisection)

rnight tend to predomlnate in a given repertoire. With this hypothesis,

one might enter realms of rhythnic theory and topics even further afield.

Suffiee it to say for the present that the data discussed here lend some

credence to such an hypothesis and considerable hope for the union of

theoretical and empirlcal studies.
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Jay Rahn, "Some Recurrent Features of Scalesr" In Theory

Only, Vol. 2, Nos. LL-L2 (feb.-!.Iar., L977), pp. 43-52.

I,lalter Kaufmann, The Ragas of South India, Bloomington,

London, Indlana UniversLty Press, L976.

Ibid., p. xxv.

Ibid., p. xxxiii.

Those + that do not feature cyclic bisection are

marked with an asterisk (*) in Figure 1.

Note that a number of Janyas (of five or six notes) in

vrithout cyclic bisection could be grouped with regular

tnElas instead (e.g., nos. 4: 2, 10, L7,19; L2z 3, L4;

13; 2,4,7,11, L2, L4,20r 2I,22,23,25,26;18:

3, ]-7:'24:7;252 5,6,10, 18; 31:10; 322 13; 33: 6,

L6, 2O; 37: 6, B, 9, 10, L9, 23, 26; 39: 22; 4Lz 12;

43:1, 13;48: 6;492 13, L7;542 5, L7;55: 5, 7,11,

L2; 60: 3, 5; 61: 5, 8; 67: 16, 19; 68: 8, in Kaufmannrs

numbering). This would reduce the average number of

janyas in irregul-ar nelas and heighten the correlation between

popularity and regularity. As Kaufmann points out (lgg_g.1.),

a number of janyas could be grouped under more than o.t" *Ela.

Rahn, op. cit., pp. 5L-52.
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B. ttYear-Cf. Jay Rahn, "Javanese Pelog Tunings Reconsidered,
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9. On Gebrauchsleiter, see Erich Maria von Hornbostel,

"studien uber das Tonsystem und dle Muslk der Japanerr"

Sarmnelbande der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft, vol-.

4 (1902-03), pp . 302-60 (repr. and trans. in Klaus P.

Wachsmann et al., eds., Hornbostel Opera Omnia, The Hague,

Martinus Nijhoff, L975, vol. l-, pp. 1-84, esp. p. 7 and

Rahn, ttsome Recurrent Features of Scalesr" p. 52.
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72 South Indian M6tas.
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Figure 2: u6ta Kanak;;rgf expressed- as a cycle

of'half octaves.
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Fi gure 3 : Mel- a Ganamurt.i
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No. of. No. of Average no. of ma:cimum no. ni.nirnun' nc

iEr"" Janyas Janyas per n6Ja .or .lanvq,g/nElp of 
_Lglgl,

Regutar h5 rh3\ 32 t32 L2

rrregular 2T '+gl 
18 28 13

Standarcl
Deviation t)

Regular 30.00 '2.95 (less than - 2'88)

rrregular 3.h? 19.10 (Sreater than 2'88)

Figure h: Distribution of ianyas aJnong regular and
irregular mel-as.
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Figure 5: ry Ganan-urti arrangecl fron low to trigh.
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